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The experimental determination of ionization and ex-
citation in mercury vapor has been accomplished with an
apparatus which permitted the evaluation of the electron
energy from an accurately known magnetic field and the
dimensions of the ion chamber. As a test of the apparatus
the value of e/m for the electron was measured and found
to be 1.758 X107 e.m.u. A brief discussion of secondary
emission and related effects is given. The ionization prob-
ability function is shown to have two important maxima,
‘he first being at 10.8 volts and the second at 32 volts.

INTRODUCTION

MANY experimenters have undertaken the
problem of determining the probability of

ionization of mercury vapor as a function of the

electron energy.’~7 These investigators do not
agree with each other except in the most super-
ficial way since the experimental techniques
differed and in no case were the methods used

above criticism. The results here reported are
not an exception to this rule although every effort
was made to improve the experimental methods
so as to be as free from criticism as possible. As
the preceding paper shows, Bell obtained a
confirmation of Lawrence's work but did not

determine the actual yield of ions quantitatively
nor did he ascertain the relative yield using an
energy scale independent of uncertainties of
contact potential differences. A critical exami.
nation of his experimental methods indicated the
steps which should be followed in order to over-

come his difficulties. The present study is thought
to be the logical outgrowth of Bell's preliminary
experiments.
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The detailed structure between 10.4 volts and 16 volts
ndicates the composite character of the ionization function
vhile the general smooth trend of the curve above 16
rolts suggests that the process is relatively free from com-
slication for high energy electrons. The study of photo-
slectric currents produced yielded new data on the elec-
ronic excitation function of the 23P,% 33P,% and 43P,%
levels of the mercury atom showing that these have maxima
in their probability functions at 5.6, 8.9, and 9.6 volts,

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF

EXPERIMENTAL TUBE

General
The essential parts of the apparatus are

illustrated by Fig. 1 in which a top view is shown
as la. The cathode assembly lay in the semi-
circular channel formed in the face plate of the
lon chamber. The electrons from the filament F
were accelerated into the analyzer at slit .S; and
hose of the desired energy followed circular
daths to the exit slit S; after which they were
accelerated into the ion chamber at S; with an
‘ncrease in the mean energy by a factor of five.
The radius of the electron path increased just
enough for the main beam to pass out through
“he exit slit S4 and into the “‘electron cage” EC.
In the central part of the ion chamber the posi-
tive ion collector P was surrounded by two grids
G1 and Gg. The ion collector P also served as the

emitter of photoelectrons when the grid po-
-entials were arranged to exclude positive ions.
The four units of this system are seen to be

(1) the cathode assembly, (2) the analyzer,
(3) the ion chamber with its grids and ion
collector inside, and (4) the electron cage. These
parts were supported mechanically by attaching
the cathode assembly to the analyzer by two
strong insulating members constructed as shown
in Fig. 2a. The parts were all assembled by spot
welding® tungsten to tantalum or tantalum to
tantalum since no other materials were used in

8T. S. Gray and W. B. Nottingham, Rev. Sci. Inst. 8,
65 (1937).
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the construction. In all cases the wires were

prepared for welding so carefully that practically
no adjustments were needed after the welding
was completed. This was necessary in order to

eliminate changes in alignment during the period
of severe heat treatment given to outgas the
metal parts. The electron cage and its guard were
mounted on the ion chamber after which the

analyzer was firmly attached to the ion chamber
by three insulating links. The face plates of the
analyzer and the ion chamber were made from a
single sheet of very flat 10-mil tantalum by
sawing them exactly to size on the milling
machine. The slits were also sawed with high
precision so that they were in perfect alignment
when the outside edges of the plates were exactly
true with each other. Three heavy tantalum
wires welded together to form a sifpporting yoke
were welded to the ion chamber and the entire

assembly was supported on one of the tungsten
leads at the top of the tube. The tube blank with
its fifteen lead-in wires was first prepared and
given a twelve-hour bake under high vacuum at a
temperature of 500°C in order to anneal the
glass and test the seals. After this, the envelope
was cracked off a few inches below the top and

the assembled system mounted on a single

supporting wire while the remaining electrical
connections were made using 5-mil tantalum
wire except for filament leads which were two
10-mil leads in parallel. A one-lead support was
necessary since a glass tube of this kind undergoes

Current
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F16. 2. Construction of insulators. (a) Insulators for
nechanical support of heavy structures. (b) Insulators for
sxtremely high insulation of the collectors.

a considerable deformation upon being evacuated.
Eight leads were brought in through a “cluster
seal’”’ which is a circular array of wires, while the
ther leads came in on one triple, one double, and

two single lead presses. The photographs of Fig. 3
serve to supplement this brief description of the
seneral constructional details.

Electron paths inside ion chamber

To a first approximation the equipotential
surface halfway between the analyzer exit slit
and the entrance slit of the ion chamber, was a

plane parallel to the planes of the analyzer and
ion chamber face plates. On each side of the
median plane the equipotentials penetrated
through the slits symmetrically and therefore
since the electrons entered this system of equi-
potentials at a lower velocity than they left, the
electron beam was less divergent than it would
have been without this lens effect. The electrons
as they entered the ion chamber formed a beam
nearly homogeneous in energy and directed
nearly perpendicular to the face plate of the ion
chamber. When no internal field existed within

the ion chamber, the electrons traveled in circles
with radii proportional to the velocity. For a
given magnetic field, the ion chamber voltage V;
with respect to the cathode as read on a volt-

meter was adjusted to that value for which the

#
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Fic. 1. Diagram of experimental tube. (a) Top view
showing cathode F; analyzer A; ion chamber IC; outer
and inner grids G; and G,; ion collector P; and electron
cage EC. (b) Front view showing location of cathode
assembly and slits. (¢) Side view of cathode assembly only.
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maximum number of electrons passed around the
ion chamber and out the exit slit into the
electron cage. This condition obtained when the
electron densities at the two edges of the exit
slit were the same. When the electron current to

EC was a maximum one or two percent of the

whole beam current fell on the “high energy”
side of the exit slit and was collected on the

.nside of the ion chamber and some thirty to
forty percent of the beam fell on the “low energy”
side of the slit. If the voltage V; was decreased
slightly the current measured at EC decreased in
spite of the additional electrons coming in on the
“high energy’’ side of the slit because so many
more electrons were intercepted on the ‘low

energy’ side of the slit. Thus by varying V; over
a small range the electron beam was made to

sweep across the exit slit. If the entrance slit to
the ion chamber were of infinitesimal width and

all of the electrons projected into it perpendicular
to the face-plate, then the diameters of all
electron trajectories would lie in the plane of the
face-plate and the distance from the entrance
slit to the intersection of the trajectory with the
face-plate would be directly proportional to the
velocity. It would be a simple matter to deter-
mine the distribution in electron energy in the
beam from the measurement of the current to EC
as a function of the potential V,, if these con-
ditions were satisfied. Since the main part of the
beam was more or less concentrated into a small

part of the total slit width and entered the ion
chamber very nearly perpendicular to the face-
plate, the energy distribution in the beam was
analyzed according to this scheme although it
was not entirely free from objection.

In general, the gas pressure was so low that
very few electrons were scattered from the beam
and yet in order to make sure that the currents
measured at P were due either to the arrival ions

or the emission of photoelectrons, it was neces-
sary to maintain this collector negative with
respect to the filament. The large negative
potential on P relative to the ion chamber
repelled the electron beam as indicated by a
change in the current measured at EC. By using
this current as the indicator the outer grid G,
could be made very slightly positive and the
electron trajectories could be brought back to the
original location, as was observed when no

differences in potential were applied to the
&gt;lements within the ion chamber. The ratio of the
~ollector potential to the outer grid potential
‘both relative to the ion chamber) for a “neutral
jeld” along the path of the electron beam, was
250 to one. Since this ratio was independent of
‘he electron energy it is thought that the
neutralization of the ion collector field was very

nearly perfect all along the electron path in the
ion chamber.

Preparation of mercury

Experience has shown that it is impossible to
&gt;btain accurate reproducibility of surface con-
litions over long periods of time if the experi-
nental tube is not sealed off from the vacuum

system. In order to supply the tube with a clean
source of mercury vapor, a side tube containing a

mercury ‘“‘pellet’’ was attached to the main tube.
This was constructed so that a ‘pigtail’ con-

nected to the pellet could be broken with a sliding
ylass hammer by turning the entire tube upside
down after which, upon returning the tube to its
normal position, the mercury ran out of the

F1G. 3. Photograph of tube before attaching
mercurv side-arm.
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opening to form a pool in the bottom of the side
tube. Freshly distilled mercury was put into a
still attached to a vacuum system in such a way

that the mercury could be distilled out of the
first still into a second one which previous to the
distillation was baked for many hours at 500°C.
After transferring some of the mercury from the
first still to the second by slow distillation, the
first one was sealed off and about two cubic

centimeters of this mercury were distilled into

the “pellet” which had also been thoroughly
baked. During the final baking of the main tube
the side tube containing the unbroken ‘“‘pellet”
was maintained at a temperature of about 300°C
while the rest of the tube was baked at 450° to

500°C. This method of preparing the mercury
was so effective that no appreciable changes were

observed in the surface condition of the filament
after releasing the mercury in the main tube. If a
very small fraction of a monolayer of contami-
nating gas had formed on the filament after the
release of the mercury it would have been easy to
detect it.

appreciable gas is given off during the actual
seal-off operation.

There was some question as to the effect that

setter might have in a mercury tube of this kind.
Within a very short time after the release of the
nercury, the getter deposit changed its appear-
ince by taking on a brighter luster showing that
1 noticeable amount of mercury had condensed
‘here. The mercury in the reservoir remained
ust as free from any visible contamination after
t was released as before. When it was necessary

:0 condense out the mercury to obtain additional

1igh vacuum data which had not been obtained
yefore the mercury ‘pellet’ was broken, liquid
yir was put on the mercury side tube. This
cesulted in a rapid reduction in mercury pressure,
1s indicated both by electron scattering and by
the number of ions per unit number of electrons.
The residual pressure of mercury remained con-
stant for a period of about thirty-six hours,
luring which measurements were made. After
‘hat time a dry-ice bath was placed on the getter
side-arm and the mercury pressure soon dropped
-0 such a low value that no mercury ions could be

Jetected. These results are interpreted to indicate
‘hat the vapor pressure of mercury at 25°C is
reduced to 0.02 percent of its normal value when
covered bv a film of getter.

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

Filament heating circuit

The filament heating circuit was a modification
of one used for the study of thermionic emission?
and is shown schematically by Fig. 4. The 500-
volt generator driven by a synchronous motor
‘urnished power to the thyratron inverter circuit
vhich was controlled by a 200-cycle oscillator
-onnected to the FG-67 grids through two power
amplifiers with independent gain control so as to
maintain the heating period at exactly one-half
cycle. A switch S; provided an alternative
method of heating the filament from a battery
for standardization. With the filament current set
at the desired value, the resistance R; was
adjusted to give a suitable current through the
wixilliary filament Fi. The light from this
jlament fell on the FJ-114 photo-tube and the
current was measured by balancing out the IR

9 W. B. Nottingham, Phys. Rev. 49, 78 (1936).

Barium-aluminum getter

It is common practice to use a ‘‘getter’’ to

remove the last traces of active gases such as

water vapor and oxygen which even the best of
diffusion pumps cannot remove to the desirec

degree. Eight “King Laboratories” barium-alumi-
num 10-mg pellets were mounted between two
tantalum rings, one of which had small circular
depressions punched into it to hold the pellets,
while the other had small holes punched in such
positions that the getter evaporated freely in the
desired direction when the rings were heated to a

high temperature. While the metal parts in the
main tube were heated for some hours by high
frequency currents a series coil also surrounded
the getter ring to maintain it at a dull red heat.
After the seal-off capillary was softened in
preparation for the final removal of the tube, the
getter was fired while the metal parts of the main
tube were kept hot. The tube was sealed off after

about an hour of additional high frequency heat
treatment. Ionization gauge measurements have

shown that a very large amount of gas is liberated
when the seal-off capillary is first heated but if
this is done with sufficient thoroughness no
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Fic. 4. Diagram of filament heating circuit and ‘‘photoelectric ammeter.”

drop produced by the flow of current through a
high resistance, asindicated by the FP-54 vacuum
tube electrometer working in the DuBridge-
Brown amplifier circuit.!® Since it was desirable
to make a large number of readings which had to
be treated as ‘simultaneous,’ it was necessary to
hold the filament heating conditions extremely
constant and this could be done with the

“photoelectric ammeter’ shown.

Measuring circuits

The circuit arrangement for the application of
potentials to the various elements of the tube and
the measurement of currents is shown in Fig. 5.
The relatvie potentials of the various elements are
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6. Before
entering into the details of the main circuit
mention must be made of the ‘compensating’
condenser. Electron emission from the filament
to the analyzer was cut off each heating half-cycle
because the IR drop produced in resistance R;3 by
the heating current made the filament 10 to 40
volts positive with respect to the analyzer
depending on the value of Rs. A small capacity
coupling existed between the filament heating
leads and the input lead to the Compton elec-
trometer used for measuring the small ion and
photoelectric currents. By adjusting Rs to a
suitable value and applying the e.m.f. obtained
there to the compensating condenser, the effect

of the above-mentioned capacity coupling could
be exactly neutralized.

The potentials V; on the focusing cylinder, V,
on the analyzer, and V; on the ion chamber were
all measured relative to the cathode with a

special Leeds &amp; Northrup type K-1 potentiometer
arranged so that voltages from zero to 16.1 volts
could be measured directly. For voltages higher
than this the drop across a 15,000-ohm resistance
in series with a 135,000-ohm resistance permitted
an accurate measure of the voltage up to 160

volts. This applied particularly to the voltage V..
Large values of the ion collector voltage V,* (the
superscript indicates that this is relative to the
‘on chamber instead of the filament) were

determined by first setting the required voltage
on V; with the potential divider and then
adjusting the battery on V,* until the difference
in potential between the ion collector P and the
jlament was zero. This is a necessary procedure

inless more than one voltage divider is used since
for accurate results the divider must be left
connected to the circuit or else another 150,000-
ohm resistance substituted in its place. With
‘hese methods of measurement and adequate
voltage sources, all potentials were maintained
and known to an accuracy of better than 0.1

percent.
The currents to the analyzer and the ion

chamber were measured on carefully calibrated
galvanometers and the currents to the ion
collector P and the electron collector EC were
measured with a small quadrant (needle radius

10 L,. A. DuBridge and H. Brown, Rev. Sci. Inst. 4, 532
(1933).
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to facilitate the ready adjustment of the field
current and the electrode potentials, a table was

prepared for Vy, V,, Vi, and as a function of Vn,
covering the range from 5 to 100 volts. If there
had been any change in contact potential differ-
ence with the time as is invariably experienced in
an experimental tube continuously connected to
a pumping system, it would have been impossible
to use such a table and the accumulation of

reliable data would have been seriously hampered.

Ve="V;—1.28 since 1.28 volts is the “effective”
contact difference in potential. With 4. as the
]ectron current received at EC, this was plotted
as a function of V4, as shown in Fig. 9. The curve

‘hus obtained had two points of inflection which
t is easy to show correspond to the passing of the
true maximum of intensity in the electron beam
across first the inner edge and then the outer
edge of the exit slit as V; (or V.) was increased.
The distance in units of Vd across the slit can be
~alculated as follows:

Electron energy distribution

A typical curve which shows the observed
electron current collected at EC as a function of

VV; is shown in Fig. 8. These data were taken with
V. and V, constant and set at the optimum
values as discussed above. The magnetic field
current was constant and the grids and ion
collector inside of the ion chamber were at the

same potential as the ion chamber. The mercury
was completely frozen out by the application of
liquid air to the mercury side tube and dry-ice to
the “getter” tube. The results obtained in this
way agreed in detail with those obtained before
the mercury was admitted to the tube. A

logarithmic scale has been used so that one curve

can present all of the data since these extend
over a range of nearly 10% in current. In order to

analyze these data we define an electron energy

2X10% 72m}
AVE = w/—(=) =0.038, (4)

H e.,

where w is the width of the exit slit in cm, H is the

magnetic field, and ¢ the current in amperes
required to produce the field. In every case the
observed distance between inflections agreed
with Eq. (4). As V, was increased the electron
heam swept across the inner edge of the exit slit
adding a small increment of current to Z. with
sach small change in V.. The slope of this curve
therefore measured the distribution in electron
density across the electron beam and subject to
the limitations discussed above it gave the energy
distribution in the beam. This simple method of
determining the beam distribution applies for
that rance of V.? which is AV.} wide, as given bv

50
-

r

yt
rr 4.08  mn Y

wn _m— Dele

4.28 4.32

Fic. 9. Electron current collected at EC as a function of V,3.
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Eq. (4), beginning at that point on the curve
where the slope is appreciably different from
zero. For larger values of V.} than the limit of
this range the slope of the curve is the difference
in the ordinates of the distribution function at
the two edges of the exit slit. After correcting
Vd by the amount (AV), the slope obtained
was divided by this corrected V¢&amp; and plotted
against the electron energy as shown in Fig. 10.
This correction is very minor but is needed to
bring about a more exact correspondence to the
anergy distribution as related to the center of the
slit instead of the inside edge.

Since it was impossible to trace the exact
aslectron orbits from the filament through the
analyzer and the ion chamber, the curve of
Fig. 10 cannot be said to be a perfectly accurate
representation of the energy distribution of the
slectrons. For reasons given aboveit is thought
‘hat the true -energy distribution is at least as

good as that shown. According to this curve
nearly half of all of the electrons in the beam lie
within a band only 0.15 volt wide at about 16.5
volts. If the resolving power of this apparatus is
defined by this ratio, which is practically 0.01,
equally careful experiments done at selected
voltages from 10 to 100 volts showed that the
resolving power remained very nearly constant
hroughout.
Determination of electron current inside ion

chamber

The curve shown in Fig. 9 also served the very
important function of permitting an accurate
determination of the total electron current inside
of the ion chamber. The straight lines designated

“a,” “bd,” ‘‘¢,’”’ etc., divide the important range
of observation into five segments each one slit
width in extent. The intersection of the center of

2ach of these segments with the experimental
curve is a measure of the integral of all of the
current in the electron beam within this range.
The simple sum of these five readings which for
this case was 66X107° amp., gave the total
current inside of the ion chamber. Since the total
current to the ion chamber including that re-
ceived on the outside was 116X 107° amp., the
fraction delivered to the inside was 57 percent.
As a function of V,, this fraction varied from 54
percent at 10 volts to 78 percent at 100 volts. A
smooth curve passed through all of the points ob-
-ained and was used in the calculation of the ioni-

zation efficiency, since for this, the number of ionic
charges per unit number of electrons is needed.

Electron scattering and secondary emission
effects

A characteristic feature of all of the curves
giving the electron current EC as a function of

00°— TT pi

-
Ll

qj

- —_— 1]
30 100 120 140 160

Ion chamber potential Vi

Fic. 11. Electrons collected at EC as a function of V,
showing electron scattering and secondary emission effects.
Auxiliary scale for secondary electron energies.
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F1G. 12. Electrons collected at EC as a function of its potential relative to the cathode. Hg at
liquid air temperature, getter at room temperature. Scattering mostly from residual mercury vapor,
Scale of ordinates of each curve adjusted to 100 at maximum.

the ion chamber potential was the flat portion on
both sides of the peak. (See Fig. 8.) Experiment
showed that the ratio of this current to the

primary beam current was nearly independent
of the electron energy but did depend directly on
the gas pressure. It seems certain therefore that
chis represents electrons scattered by the gas in
the ion chamber which in the case represented
in Fig. 8 was the residual gas after all of the
mercury vapor had been removed.

For electron energies less than about 50 volts
the effects of secondary emission within the ion
chamber were so small that they could not be
detected. Certain effects above this voltage are
illustrated by the curve of Fig. 11. Here the
current received at EC is plotted on a logarithmic
scale as a function of the ion chamber potential
V; while all other voltages were constant. The
main points of interest are (1) the broad max-
imum at 75 volts, (2) the sharp minimum at 97
volts, (3) the minimum at 126 volts and (4) the
maximum at 135 volts. First the 75 volt max-
imum must have been due to the fact that a

considerable number of the secondary electrons

broduced by the primary beam had an initial
nergy of two to three volts as indicated on the

wuxilliary scale and that these followed circular
‘rajectories from their point of origin into the
:xit slit. As the beam energy increased the initial
secondary electron energy which would permit
ts path to pass through the exit slit decreased
ind, since the yield to the exit slit decreased so
sharply, one may interpret the 97 volt minimum
1s an indication that there are relatively few

very low energy.secondary electrons produced
sere. The minimum at 126 volts occurred when
he main beam of electrons was projected into
‘he right-angled corner formed at the intersection
of the curved back of the ion chamber with the
at face plate. On this side of the slit very few
secondary electrons found their way into the
:xit slit and when the beam impinged at the
sorner even these were absorbed more efficiently

and left only the electrons scattered by the gas
‘0 give the current observed. The ratio of this
surrent to that at the peak of the curve when
~ompared with that of Fig. 8 illustrates the fact
that the gas scattering was nearly independent
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of the electron energy. The rise in the curve to a
maximum at 135 volts is an indication that more

secondary electrons are produced when the
primary beam strikes the metal surface at grazing
incidence than at perpendicular incidence. The
same is true of the x-rays produced.

Collection of electrons against retarding poten-
tials

‘here was no contact potential difference be-
-ween the inside of the electron collector and the
inside of the ion chamber.

ToN1ZATION EFFICIENCY

Formulae for conversion of observed results to
standard units

For electron energies greater than 29 volts,
t is necessary to distinguish between the ef-
“ciency of ionization and the probability of ioniza-
ion. The latter is defined in terms of the number
&gt;f ions of a particular kind such as singly, doubly,
or triply ionized atoms which are produced per
slectron per centimeter path while the efficiency
of ionization is defined in terms of the total
iumber of units of ionic charge produced per
slectron per centimeter path. Where ionization
'n mercury vapor is produced only by single
sollisions, there is no difference between the
fficiency and the probability of ionization below
19 electron volts, but above this each doubly
onized atom contributes two charges to the
fficiency function, and so on. The present study
1as determined only the efficiency of ionization
1s a function of the electron energy but this can

be converted to the ionization probability by
1sing the curves published by Bleakney' for the
relative proportions of ions of different charges
1s a function of the energy of the bombarding
2lectrons.

An electron current 7 sent through the ioniza-
ion chamber along a path of length L through
mercury vapor of density # atoms per cubic
centimeter, produced a current 7, of ions ob-
served at the ion collector P (of Fig. 1a) which is
ziven by the following formula.

to=ai (1 —ecinl) (5)

As illustrated by Fig. 8, the main electron
beam as measured at the electron collector EC

had ‘‘wings’’ on both sides of the peak as a result
of the scattering of the electrons by the gas
molecules. By applying retarding potentials be-
-ween the electron collector and the ion chamber

an approximate indication of the electron energy
distribution of these scattered electrons was
obtained. A number of studies were made of

electron energy distributions with various set-
tings of the magnetic field and ion chamber po-
tential. Typical of these are the three curves
shown in Fig. 12 for which the magnetic field was
set to permit 10.84-volt electrons to pass through
the ion chamber when a V; of 12.11 volts was

applied. Curve 4 shows the current received by
EC as a function of its potential relative to the
alament when V; was 12.11 and thus allowed the
main beam to go into EC. It is of interest to note
chat no decrease in the current received was

observed until the collector was less than two

volts positive to the filament or until more than
a ten-volt retarding potential existed between EC
and the ion chamber. Between one and two volts

the fall in current was very rapid and detailed
analysis showed ‘that this occurred about 0.3
volt sooner than it should purely from the energy
standpoint. Three factors contributing to bring
about this cut-off were (1) the effect of the
magnetic field producing curved orbits for the
slowed down electrons, (2) the bending of the
electron trajectories due to the distorted electric
field in the neighborhood of the slits, and (3)
‘he possible reflection effect? for slow electrons.

Curves B and C were taken with values of V;
of 11.0 and 15.0 volts, respectively, and show
“hat the energy distribution of the scattered
electrons was almost Maxwellian in that it was

represented by a straight line on a semi-logarith-
mic plot. Breaks come in these curves at 11.0
and 15.0 volts. as thev should, indicating that

Here «a is the fraction of the total number of

ions produced which found their way to the
collector P and e; the ionization ‘‘cross section.”
This is related to the ionization efficiency E; by
the following:

E; =MNg€q, (6)

where 7¢=23.56X10'® which is taken®® to be the
number of atoms per cubic centimeter in an ideal

12 W. Bleakney, Phys. Rev. 35, 139 (1930).
13 R, T. Birge, Rev. Mod. Phys. 1, 1 (1929).
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Fic. 13. Probability of ionization in mercury vapor as a
function of electron energy in volts. Arrows show location of
‘negative energy’ states.

gas at a pressure of 1.0 mm of mercury and at

the temperature of 0°C or TK. (If T} is taken
at some other value than 273°K, then 7, will be

numerically different.) If 7; is the absolute
temperature of the mercury reservoir and p; the
vapor pressure of mercury at the temperature 7175,
and T is the temperature in the ionization cham-
ber, then assuming ideal gas laws, we have the
following expression for #.

n=nop1To(T1T) 1. (7)

Combining these three equations and assuming
that experimental conditions are such that emnL
is very small, we obtain

E;=0G./at) (TT) 3/p TL. (8)

From the discussion so far each of these quanti-
ties is directly observable except « and this re-
quires some further explanation. As mentioned
above, the ion current was measured as a function

of the electron energy with “neutral field” con-
ditions along the path of ionization. Over the
range for which the ionization efficiency changes
rapidly with electron energy it was impossible to

determine the value of a by direct measurement
since the application of electric fields within the
jon chamber to sweep all of the ions to the
collector would have destroyed the homogeneity
of the electron energies and invalidated the
results. Even though the value of a depended to
a certain extent on the potentials applied to the
ion collector P and the outer grid G; to create the
“neutral field” condition, it wasstill possible to
put together a sufficient number of overlapping
curves to obtain a single complete curve giving
the relative efficiency of ionization over the entire
range of observation from the ionization poten-
tial up to 100 volts. As will be shown below, there
was a broad maximum in this curve as is well

known from the results of previous investigators.
Clearly observations made near this maximum
did not depend to any great extent on the homo-
geneity of the electron beam and therefore in this
region sweeping-out fields were applied to collect
all of the ions at a collector without appreciably
vitiating the results and thus allowed the de-
termination of a.

Vapor pressure of mercury

Two sources were used for data on the vapor

pressure of mercury. These were the Landolt-

Bornstein tables* and Kelley's! compilation of
vapor pressure data. From these two sources the

following two equations were obtained:

(Kelley) logo p= —3283/T

—0.827 logo T4+10.37, (9)

(L. and B.) log p= —3342.26/T

—0.847 logo T+10.5724. (10)

The range of application of the latter formula is
given as —10° to +200°C. The two formulae
above agree very .well over the range needed for
the present study and can be represented to the
required accuracy by the equation

logis p=8.12—3220/T, (11)
or p=132X108 7415/T (12)

In all of the above equations the pressure is given

14 M. Knudsen, Ann. d. Phys. 29, 179 (1909); Landolt-
Bornstein, Vol, 11 (1923), p. 1334.

15 K, K. Kelley, Bureau of Mines Bulletin 383.
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in millimeters of mercury and the temperature
is in °K.

periment can not be said to be absolutely con-
~lusive for reasons which will be given, the indi-
~ations were that no such clear maximum exists

for the transition to the 2!P; state. The possi-
sility that the excitation function for inter-
rombination transitions generally has a max-
mum within a few tenths of a volt of the mini-

num energy required for excitation and that
-erms within the singlet system may not have
his maximum so near to the minimum excitation

yotential has been recognized for some time.
Since the series limits of both the triplet series
and the singlet series are at 10.38 volts it seems
-easonable to suppose that the probability of
onization would have a twofold character and

‘hat the peak at 10.8 volts might be ionization
according to the mode of the principal triplet
series while the general background and broad
maximum at about 32 volts is to be associated

with ionization without change in spin momen-
tum which characterizes the singlet system. Other
details. which mav be seen between 11.5 and

[onization near the ionization potential

The final results obtained for the ionization
probability in the immediate neighborhood of
the ionization potential are presented in Figs. 13
and 14. The general similarity between the curve
of Fig. 13 and that obtained by Lawrence? is at
once obvious. In Fig. 14 the ionization proba-
aility has been plotted on a logarithmic scale in
order to make available the data obtained within
the first few tenths of a volt of the ionization

potential. The circles shown give the results as
observed without making corrections for the slit
width and a small photoelectric current of elec-
trons released from the ion collector by the
radiation in the ion chamber. Since the details as
to the distribution of electron energies could not
be known exactly, it was impossible to apply a
rigorous method for reducing the observed results
to an accurate ionization probability curve. Ap-
proximate methods were used with the result
that the solid line shown is thought to be as
accurate a representation of the actual prob-
ability curve as can be drawn.

The maximum observed at 10.8 volts and the
minimum at 11.05 volts .are in some ways the

most interesting details of the curve. It is quite
possible that the cathode fall in a mercury arc
discharge is stabilized to a considerable extent
because of the fact that 10.8-volt electrons have
a higher probability of producing ions than other
electrons with energies up to 11.15 volts. The
other structural features shown in Fig. 13, are
no doubt of less practical significance but may
be importanttothedetailed understanding of
‘he collision process in mercury vapor.

It hardly seems necessary to attribute these
irregularities to ‘‘ultra-ionization’ potentials as
is usually done.?~® The interpretation which
seems most natural is closely related to the pro-
posals made by von Hippel.l® As will be shown
selow, the excitation of the 23P,° state of the
mercury atom from the 11.5; state, by electron
bombardment has zero probability at 4.87 volts
(the minimum energy for excitation) but at 5.6
volts the electron has its maximum probability
of producing this transition. Although this ex-

16 A. von Hippel. Ann. d. Physik 87. 1035 (1928).

0-

LTO 23 a 5
Energy Volts

F1G. 14. Probability of ionization showing details within
first volt from ionization potential.
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15.5 volts, may be due to the influence of the
“negative energy’ states which involve the
initial absorption of energy by both of the valence
electrons with the ultimate expulsion of one of
these electrons with considerable kinetic energy
and the return of the atom to the unexcited
ionized state. The location of two of the known

‘negative energy’ states!” are indicated on Fig.
13 by arrows. The fact that “kinks” occur near

these points may be without significance since
the probability curve for a particular mode of
excitation cannot be expected to have a high
value when the electron energy barely exceeds
the minimum required for its excitation. In some
ways it seems that the more complicated the
process of excitation is the nearer the maximum
of the probability curve comes to the minimum
energy value. Above 15.5 volts no detailed struc-

ture could be clearly demonstrated. This sug-
gests that within the first two or three volts of
the ionization potential the probability curve is
dominated by the superposition of a number of
modes of ionization while above 15.5 volts these
become of negligible importance.!8

17 R. F. Bacher and S. Goudsmit, Atomic Energy States,
‘McGraw-Hill 1932), p. 227.

18 The following analysis of the energy states expected
as based on theoretical considerations has been worked
out by Dr. W. E. Albertson.

Since it appears that the most prominent excitation peaks are due
"0 intersystem combinations of the type 1So—3P1? it is of interest to
speculate on the probable positions of those peaks which arise from
excitation to other 3P10 and 3049 levels theoretically expected to occur
in mercury, but which have not as yet been found.

There are three electron configurations of interest, namely:
5d%6s26p—this configuration will give rise to the levels 3P:9, 1P;0,

[onization by high energy electrons

When mercury vapor is bombarded by elec-
rons with energies exceeding 29 volts, both
singly and doubly charged ions are produced
with the result that the efficiency of ionization is
observed instead of the probability. The solid
curve of Fig. 15 shows the result obtained.
Bleakney!? observed in a mass spectrograph the
relative proportions of singly ionized and doubly
onized atoms as a function of the electron

2nergy. His curves were used to reduce the

observed efficiency curve to the probability
curve, as shown by the dashed line of Fig. 15.

The dotted curves of this figure present the
results obtained by Smith® and by Compton and

and 3D19, all of which have J values of one. Consideration of the rela-
tive bindings of the 5d and 6s electrons indicates that the terms of
this configuration occupy the region 8.1 to 11.0 volts above the ground
state. 3P1 and 3D; will probably be below the I.P. (10.38 volts), whereas
Py may be close to, but above the L.P.

5d196p7s and 54196p6d—the former will give rise to the combining
evels 3P1% and 1Py¢, the latter to 3P:0, 1P10 and 3D:°. Since the excitation
‘0 these states involves a two-electron jump from 5d196s2, it is quite
yossible that the resulting peaks will be comparatively insignificant.

A rough evaluation of the energies of these configurations may be
nade by considering the difference in energies between the 6s electron
ind the 7s and 6d electrons and adding those energies to that of the
5d16 6s configuration.

The difference in energy between 6s2 and 6s7s is 7.8 volts, hence the
:xcitation potential of 5d196p7s will be, to a first approximation, 4.6
Dlus 7.8 or 12.4 volts. The levels from this configuration should spread
over a region of about two volts, hence the excitation potentials should
be near 12.4 volts and on up to 14.4 volts.

In like manner it can be estimated that the excitation potentials

or levels from 5d196p6d should be near 13.4 volts and on up to 15.4
volts. .

While these estimates are not necessarily accurate to within a volt,
they do fall in the range necessary to afford a plausible explanation of
several of the minor excitation peaks between 12.5 and 14.5 volts

(For notation see Chap. XII of H. E. White, Introduc-
tron to Atomic Spectra, (McGraw-Hill, 1934).)
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Fig. 16. Photoelectric current from inner grid and electrode P as a function of electron energy. Energy
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Van Voorhis.! Comparison of these different
efficiency curves shows that reasonable agree-
ment exists but the differences greatly exceed
the estimated errors in each case. Although
certain difficulties experienced by the previous
investigators can be pointed out, it cannot be
said that the differences are explained in that
way. In the present case every test that could
be devised to test the validity of the final results
was used. Under all circumstances the fact that
the ion current was accurately proportional to
the electron current indicated that ionization by
multiple collisions could be neglected. The ion
current was observed to be directly proportional
to the mercury density in the ion chamber.
This served to show that very few electrons
produced ionization at more than one collision.
The data for the probability curves shown were
taken with the mercurv reservoir at 0°C.

ExcitaTtioN oF OpTicAL LEVELS

Excitation of A=2537A radiation

Because of the small area of the ion collector
P only one quantum in 1500 was intercepted by

this electrode. It was thought therefore that the
photoelectric current produced by the absorption
of 2537A radiation would be so weak that it
could not be detected. This was found not to

be the case for experiment showed that 3P,=0.4
where P, is the probability of exciting the 23P,°
state from the 1.5, state by electrons with an
energy of 5.6 volts and 8 is the probability that
1 light quantum which strikes any part of the
~ollector P will emit a photoelectron. The colli-
sion probability as given by Brode!? is about 120
and the fraction of these collisions which excite
atoms to this state is probably between 0.01
and 0.1. Seiler’s?® determination gives 0.04 at
ais maximum and 0.025 at 5.7 volts. This sets
the range of 8 to be from 0.33 to 0.033. In other
words, with the smaller value of 8 one photo-
electron is produced for every thirty light quanta
falling on the surface of P, or, with the larger
value, one in three. This is an unusually large
yield and probably calls for some special mecha-
nism which is more efficient than is usually the
case. For example, it might be possible that a

12 R. B. Brode, Proc. Roy. Soc. A125, 134 (1929).
20 R. Seiler, Zeits. f. Physik 83, 789 (1933).
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monolayer of mercury atoms is maintained by
‘he constant arrival of atoms at the surface of

‘he metal. Although the lifetime on the surface
of a given atom might be short, it is quite possible
‘hat there is a very high concentration of mer-
cury atoms bound very loosely to the surface
and capable of absorbing. resonance radiation
and transferring the energy to a surface electron.
An experimental test of this hypothesis is to be
made.

By connecting the inner grid (see Fig. 1) to
the ion collector P a larger surface was obtained
for the emission of photoelectrons. Fig. 16 shows
the current as a function of the electron energy.
A careful examination over the range of electron

=nergies from four to five volts showed no indica-
tion of current emitted due to the absorption of
energy from metastable atoms which could have
been produced as soon as the electron energy
axceeded 4.65 volts.

The energy values of many of the important
terms of the mercury spectrum are shown on

Fig. 16. A comparison between the observed
~urrent and the indicated energy levels shows
that the 5.6-volt peak with its onset at 4.9 volts
must be associated with the 23P,° transition.
There may be two explanations for the fact that
there was no important variation in the photo-
alectric current as the electron energy exceeded

that required to excite the 2'P,° level. These are,
first, the surface might not have been as sensitive
photoelectrically to the A=1849A radiation as it
was to the 2537A radiation for which it seemed

to be abnormally sensitive, and secondly, it is
possible that the probability function associated
with this transition may start rising very slowly
and reach important values at ten or more

volts. The sharp rise in photoelectric current
beginning at 8.6 volts and reaching a maximum
at 8.9 volts seems to be definitely related to
‘he 33P,° term located at 8.60 volts. The next
peak located at 9.62 volts is probably associated
with the excitation of the 43P,° level which
requires a minimum energy of 9.44 volts. The
onset in this case is less distinct because of the

rapid rise in general background of photoelectric
current which becomes so important for energies
greater than 9.0 volts. Although the set of data
presented in Fig. 16 does not establish the
sxistence of the 9.6 volt peak as convincingly as

night be desired, other data taken demonstrated
‘t with much more certainty. As the electron
anergy approached 10.4 volts it became very
lifficult to distinguish between ions arriving and
&gt;hotoelectrons leaving. A positive potential on
he outer grid prohibited the reception of ions
ormed out in the main body of the ion chamber
yut at the same time this potential served to
ring a few scattered electrons over to the
yuter grid. If any of these produced ionization
ust before they were absorbed by the outer
rid, then a large proportion of these ions were
wccelerated into the photoelectric surface and
hus interfered with the accurate determination

of the true photoelectric current.
Attention should be drawn to the fact that the

5.6-volt peak of Fig. 16 has been drawn as ob-
served and was accurately reproduced under a
wide variety of conditions of vapor pressure and
surrent. One of the latest determinations of the
‘orm of the 23P,° excitation function was that
»f Seiler? whose observations were much more

ndirect in character and led him to conclude
‘hat the maximum of the probability function
yecurred at 6.9 volts. A redetermination of this
‘unction using experimental techniques so as to
neasure the absolute values of the probability
‘unction, would no doubt be of great value.

A critical examination of Smith's? experi-
nental results leads to the interpretation that
some of his ‘“‘ultra-ionization’’ potentials were
ue to photoelectric effects. In his Fig. 7 there
s a very noticeable “hump” in the curve near

2.6 volts according to his scale. If it is assumed
hat this is the 10.8 volt maximum of Fig. 13 then
1 displacement of his set of critical potentials by
..8 volts would be demanded. With the intervals
naintained as published by Smith, these critical
»otentials have been recorded, as shown in
Tig. 16. It is obvious at once that this displace-
nent brings his first value (a) to 8.6 volts, which
narks the beginning of the big rise in the photo-
slectric current. Critical potentials at (b) and (c)
sorresponded to larger deviations from a smooth
surve than some of the others and might be
elated to the maxima at 8.9 and 9.6 volts.

[he “hump’’ mentioned above lies between (d)
ind (e). There are many term levels between 9
and 11 volts which are not shown in the figure
and since some of these no doubt have excitation
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functions which rise rapidly and then fall off,
it seems altogether likely that Smith's many
critical potentials may be explained in this wav.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I. It has been demonstrated that it is-possible
to build an apparatus for the determination of
the electronic excitation and ionization functions
of mercury, which is sufficiently free from
spurious effects to permit the accurate determi-
nation of the energy of the bombarding electrons
from the dimensions of the apparatus and the
strength of the magnetic field.

2. Measurements of the photoelectric current,
emitted from an electrode within the region of
excitation, show that the probability of exciting
the 23P,° level of the mercury atom rises rapidly
from zero at 4.9 volts to a maximum at 5.6

volts and that the excitation of the 32P,° and
the 43 P,% levels are characterized by similar curves
with maxima at 8.9 and 9.6 volts, respectively.

3. Ionization has been observed to set in at
10.4 volts and rise to a distinct maximum at

10.8 volts followed by a minimum at 11.05 volts.
Definite structural details of a minor character

were observed up to about 16 volts.
4. The efficiency of ionization has a maximum

of 19.2 ionic charges per electron per cm path at
I mm pressure and 0°C for an electron energy
of 42 volts while the probability of ionization to
the first stage has a maximum of 18.2 at 32
volts.
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